Exchange students: rules regarding the access to MTE courses
Academic year 2017-2018

For students exchanging in the Management of Technology (MTE) section

Students who exchange in the MTE section can take any courses of the MTE master curriculum, except:

- MGT-410 Applied Corporate & Industry analysis
- MGT-466 Negotiation Techniques
- MGT-469 Presentation Skills
- MGT-581 Introduction to Econometrics

For the following course, special rules apply:

- MGT-517 Entrepreneurship Laboratory (e-lab): the student must prove that she/he already has taken courses in management (ideally, 5 courses)

For students exchanging in other EPFL sections or in HEC-UNIL

Students who exchange in another section of EPFL or in HEC-UNIL are not allowed to register for courses offered in the MTE curriculum, with the exception of the specific master courses listed in their section study plan:

- MGT-483 Optimal Decision Making – for students exchanging in EL
- MGT-427 Management de projet et analyse du risque – for students exchanging in GC
- MGT-403 Economics of Innovation in the biomedical industry – for students exchanging in SV
- MGT-454 Principles of Microeconomics – for students exchanging in MATH
- MGT-484 Applied Probability & Stochastic Processes – for students exchanging in SV

Once the second week of the semester is over, the MTE section will cancel all the registrations which do not follow these rules.
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